G and D
ELECTRO-TITRATOR
NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

WRITE FOR a copy of Booklet 1283 which contains complete information on the Leitz G and D Electro-Titrator. It’s free.

LEITZ REPAIR SERVICE
Expert repairs on Leitz microscopes and other Leitz instruments. Factory trained technicians. Genuine Leitz parts supplied. Have your Leitz equipment checked and serviced by those best qualified to do this work.

E. LEITZ, INC.
304 HUDSON STREET
NEW YORK, 13, N. Y.
A new book in answer to a widespread need . . .

COLOR ATLAS OF HEMATOLOGY

with Brief Clinical Descriptions of Various Diseases

by Roy R. Kracke, M.D.

Dean and Professor of Clinical Medicine Medical College of Alabama

Thirty-two plates in full color are the outstanding feature of Kracke's Color Atlas of Hematology. Only in full color illustrations of the blood cells could minor variations in diseases be so clearly illuminated, and with such conclusive, time-saving clarity. It covers virtually every known blood disease, incorporating brief clinical descriptions of each in the text. An excellent chapter on blood parasites, including malarial parasites, and the newest material on the Rh factor are other outstanding features. Important, helpful chapters discuss the leukopenic syndromes, splenomegalic diseases and splenectomy. Technicians will find particularly useful a section detailing modern hematologic technics and definitions of terms. Factual descriptions of the origin of blood cells and the blood pictures of laboratory animals are also given. This working manual provides a wealth of painstakingly culled, profusely illustrated, specialized information never before found in an American book on this subject.

204 Pages • 32 Plates in Full Color
3 in Black & White • $6

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
East Washington Square, Phila. 5, Pa.
Enter my order and send me when ready:

☐ KRACKE—Color Atlas of Hematology—$6

☐ Cash Enclosed ☐ Charge My Account ☐ Send C.O.D.

Name ____________________________________________
Street ____________________________________________
City, Zone, State___________________________

(10 day return privilege guaranteed)
The latest news — — — — — — of important books

TEXTBOOK OF
GENERAL ZOOLOGY

By WINTERTON C. CURTIS Professor Emeritus of Zoology; and MARY J. GUTHRIE, Professor of Zoology; both at the University of Missouri.

The fourth edition, like its predecessors, is a well-organized and detailed study of the facts concerning the structure and functions of animals. A chapter on “The Organ-Systems of Invertebrates” has been added; minor omissions and additions, reflecting changes in present-day emphasis, have been made; and the already excellent illustrations have been improved, with many new ones added. Fourth Edition.


LUMBER

By NELSON C. BROWN, Professor of Forest Utilization, New York State College of Forestry, Syracuse University.

A new book about the oldest industry in America, which presents a comprehensive treatment of the manufacture, conditioning, grading, distribution, and use of lumber. It provides the material necessary for students to learn and understand the most efficient and economical production methods.


ROCKS AND ROCK MINERALS

By the late LOUIS V. PIRSSON and ADOLPH KNOPF, Sterling Professor of Geology, Yale University.

The revision of “Rocks and Rock Minerals” makes available an entirely up-to-date edition of this book, an extraordinarily good and well-presented source of information on petrology on the megascopic level. Among the important features are: an improved classification of igneous rocks, a completely new discussion of sedimentary rocks, and a modern treatment of metamorphic rocks. Third Edition.


Memorandum
Subject: Staff vacancies
To: Directors of Research
Can this scientist fill a vacancy on your staff?

Physicist, Ph.D. Ten years research with large company in Northeast. Fundamental contributions, developments and field experience. Desires position with growing organization in research or development direction. Minimum salary $7000. Prefers South or Southwest. Box 866, SCIENCE.

If you have staff vacancies now or if you will need scientists for expanding research activities read PERSONNEL PLACEMENT regularly each week.* Well-trained, experienced scientists are seeking positions offering professional advancement... and their announcements appear frequently in PERSONNEL PLACEMENT

* See Science this issue page 16.

The first complete official report of the
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION TO THE
UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL

Here is the first official record of the Atomic Energy Commission at work. It is the essence of the control scheme from the mines to the manufacturing as it was given to the United Nations Security Council. This Report includes the records of closed committee meetings and proposed safeguards are published here for the first time.

Pages: 143 $1.00

International Documents Service
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
2960 Broadway New York 21, N. Y.

GEIGER-MUELLER COUNTER APPARATUS

GM COUNTER SCALING UNIT
MODEL GS-4

- An all-purpose scaling unit, proved over a period of years to be positive and reliable. Scaling ratio choice of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64.
- Built-in input amplifier having a gain of 170. Adequate for use with all standard self-extinguishing counters.
- Variable high voltage power supply—regulation better than 1/2 of 1%.
- Universal impulse register driving circuit. No spurious counts can be introduced by power line transients.
- Custom construction and highest quality components assure continuous, trouble-free operation.

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES, 3730 San Fernando Road, Glendale 4, CALIFORNIA

*An all-purpose scaling unit, proved over a period of years to be positive and reliable. Scaling ratio choice of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64.
*Built-in input amplifier having a gain of 170. Adequate for use with all standard self-extinguishing counters.
*Variable high voltage power supply—regulation better than 1/2 of 1%.
*Universal impulse register driving circuit. No spurious counts can be introduced by power line transients.
*Custom construction and highest quality components assure continuous, trouble-free operation.

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES, 3730 San Fernando Road, Glendale 4, CALIFORNIA
tracerlab
COMMERCIAL RADIOACTIVITY CENTER

INSTRUMENTS • ISOTOPE PROCESSING • TRACER ANALYSES • INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS • RESEARCH

INDUSTRY

COMMERCER

MINING

OIL PROSPECTING

TRACERLAB, INC.
55 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON 10, MASS.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN DESCRIBING
THE TRACERLAB AUTOSCALER
FOR RADIOACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

MONTHLY PUBLICATION tracerlog
SENT FREE UPON REQUEST
**PH Determination**

**LUMETRON Colorimeter Mod. 400**
- Highly accurate pH measurements
- Covering the complete pH range
- Applicable to a great variety of pH problems

While serving as a pH meter, LUMETRON MOD. 400 is equally suited for all colorimetric and turbidimetric tests in chemical analysis. Price $130.00

95 Madison Ave. PHOTOVOLT CORP., New York 16, N.Y.

Write for literature on Photoelectric pH Determination

---

**BIOLOGICAL TEST DIETS**

Vitamin Test Casein
Vitamin A Test Diet U.S.P. XII
Vitamin B-Complex Test Diet
Rachitogenic Diet No. 2 U.S.P. XII

Other GBI Diet Materials
Salt Mixture No. 2 U.S.P. XII
Brewers Yeast Powder
Casein Hydrolysate Powder
Lactalbumen Hydrolysate Powder
Vitamins and Amino Acids

Write for Booklet 677 describing these and other special products for nutritional research.

---

**Linde Introduces the Bulb with the Quick-Release Seal**

The narrow stem is easily fused to the manifold.

Match-flame quickly breaks the seal to release gas.

- No premature loss of gas.
- No magnets.
- No removal of bulb to break seal.

---

**TABLE OF CONTENTS**


GBI products, suitably packaged and economically priced, are offered as a special service to nutritional investigators for biological and microbiological procedures. They will save time, trouble, and expense in your laboratory.

---

**GENERAL BIOCHEMICALS, INC.**

60 LABORATORY PARK
CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO
LaMOTTE STANDARDS FOR ANALYSIS

TIRON
For the Determination of TITANIUM
(disodium-1, 2-dihydroxybenzene-3, 5-disulfonate)
A new colorimetric reagent for the determination of Titanium by method of Yoe and Armstrong.

TIRON is an extremely sensitive reagent for the determination of TITANIUM (indicated sensitivity, 1 part of TITANIUM in 200,000,000 parts of solution). Only a few ions interfere. Furthermore, TIRON may be used to determine both Titanium and Iron in same solution. TIRON REAGENT available from stock. Price per 10 gram bottle $2.50. f.o.b. Towson 4, Md.

WOLFRON
For the Determination of TUNGSTEN
(Anti-1, 5-di-(p-methoxyphenyl)-1-hydroxylamino-3-oximino-4-pentene)
A new organic compound developed by John H. Yoe and A. Letcher Jones, University of Virginia (Reference—Industrial and Engineering Chemistry. Analytical Edition, Vol. 16, p. 45-48, 1944), as a reagent for the gravimetric determination of Tungsten. Procedures have been devised for its use in the determination of tungsten ores and alloys. Determinations of tungsten with the new reagent are equivalent in accuracy to the standard cinchonine method. Packaged in 1g., 5g., 10g., and 25g., containers. Price per 10g. bottle $0.60 f.o.b. Towson, Md.

LaMotte Chemical Products Company
Dept. "H" Towson 4, Md

Klett made • • •
Glass Absorption Cells

Fused under high temperature with acid, alkali and other solvent resisting cement. Optical flat walls. Many stock sizes. Special requirements made to order.
Sole manufacturer in the United States of fused Electrophoresis cells.
Makers of complete Electrophoresis Apparatus.

KLETT SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS
Klett-Summerson Photoelectric Colorimeters, Colorimeters, Neophelometers, Fluorimeters, B10 Colorimeters, Electrophoresis Apparatus, Glass Standards, Klett Reagents

Klett Manufacturing Co.
179 East 87th Street, New York, New York

1000 SAMPLES in 33 INCHES of SHELF SPACE...!
Here's the answer to a Big Problem
CONVENIENT, COMPACT, SAMPLE STORAGE SETS
for indexing and storing reference samples—100 samples in 3¾ inches shelf space; 1000 samples in 33 inches.
MODEL "A" SET, shown here stores 100 samples (about 10 ml. volume) in 3¾ shelf space.
ONE THOUSAND SAMPLES within 33 inches of shelf space

Choice of 4 Models
Complete with vials, corks, or caps...gummed labels and large index cards.
A...Contains 100 4" x 1" vials. $3.25 each. $30, dos.
A-EC...Same as "A", but with screw-capped vial. $5. each, $48. dos.
B...Contains 50 2½" x 1" vials. $2.50 each, $24. dos.
C...Contains 50 3½" x 1" vials. $3.50 each, $35. dos.

Write Dept. S. Orders filled immediately.
Hydron (short range and special), pH test papers.
Write for latest information.

R. P. CARGILLE
118 Liberty Street
New York 6, N. Y.
Personnel Placement

CHARGES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Regular setting 10¢ a word. Minimum charge $2.50 for each insertion. A box number counts as 8 words of the advertisement (e.g. 25 words plus box number equals 33 words). Make checks payable to the A.A.A.S. All insertions must be accompanied by correct remittance and sent to the Adv. Dept. A.A.A.S. Please address replies as follows: Box number, SCIENCE, 1515 Mass. Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D.C.

POSITIONS WANTED

The California Medical Bureau, Agency for scientific and lay personnel in medicine, biology, chemistry, physics and allied sciences, supplies teachers, research workers, laboratory workers, skilled office help. Prompt service. Your patronage respectfully solicited. THE CALIFORNIA MEDICAL BUREAU, Agency, Arcade Medical Center, 696 Colorado Street, Pasadena 1, California.

Anatomist, Ph.D., assistant professor, desires summer teaching appointment in comparative anatomy or embryology. New York-Philadelphia area. Box 863, SCIENCE.

Anatomist: Experienced teacher gross, microscopic and neuroanatomy. Publications. Assistant Professor. Desires change. Box 872, SCIENCE.

Biologist: Ten years college teaching plus four years Naval duty. Zoology, anatomy, bacteriology, administrative and organizational experience. Presently employed New England college but desirous of more advantageous connection. Primary interest teaching. Available September first. Box 864, SCIENCE.

Physical chemist, Ph.D., 37, outstanding teacher, desires new college appointment for next year. Best references. Box 865, SCIENCE.

Physicist, Ph.D. Ten years research with large company in Northeast. Fundamental contributions, developments and field experience. Desires position with growing organization in research or development direction. Minimum salary $7000. Prefers South or Southwest. Box 866, SCIENCE.

Plant Anatomist; Ph.D. Ohio State University; desires college teaching position in general botany, plant morphology and anatomy, plant ecology; available July 1. Box 867, SCIENCE.

Zoologist-Geneticist, Ph.D. Five years college teaching experience, principally general zoology, genetics, embryology. Desires university zoology post or headship of small college zoology department. Research field genetics. Box 873, SCIENCE.

POSITIONS OPEN

Biologist, Ph.D., preferably experience in breeding mice, tumor work, genetics and cytology. Cancer research institution. $4620-5720. Box 867, SCIENCE.

Botanist, Ph.D. preferred, instructorship in recognized Rocky Mountain University. Give information on academic training, teaching experience, research interest with application. Box 868, SCIENCE.

CHEMIST

Unusual opportunity for outstanding recent graduate or more experienced chemist in research laboratory of large well-established organization. Must be energetic, resourceful, conscientious. Five day week. Permanent. Please give complete resume first letter. Box 869, SCIENCE.

Personnel Placement

POSITION OPEN

Attractive industrial research, production and sales positions for agronomists; bacteriologists; chemists; analytical, biological, inorganic, organic, pharmaceutical, physical; chemical engineers; entomologists; geologists; horticulturists; metallurgists; microscopists; pharmacologists; physicians and surgeons; physicists; plant pathologists and phycologists. Chemical Department; Position Securing Bureau, Inc. (Agency) 45 John Street, New York City.

Geologist: One to teach paleontology, micropaleontology and stratigraphy, another to teach geophysics, a third for courses in physical and historical geology. Salary and rank open. Several instructorships in mineralogy and general geology also available. Box 794, SCIENCE.

Mathematician or mathematical physicist, Ph.D. or equivalent, for engineering-research group. Problems in space geometry, control systems, general analysis. Publication possible. Salary open. Write Department of Electrical Engineering, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

Opening for Ph.D. in physiology or zoology. Instructorship or assistant professorship in pharmacology at University of Georgia Medical School. Yearly salary $1000 to 4000. Opportunity for research. Write Department of Pharmacology, University of Georgia School of Medicine, Augusta, Georgia.

Physics teachers, with M.S. or Ph.D. degrees, in medium sized university of Middle Atlantic section. Teaching experience required. Box 857, SCIENCE.

Range ecologist and plant physiologist, both positions include research and teaching. Salary and title to suit experience. Location: University in Southwest. Box 870, SCIENCE.

Research Positions Available

An established research laboratory in Washington, D.C., has immediate openings for physicists, organic and physical chemists, electrical and mechanical engineers to work on industrial and governmental research projects. The positions are permanent and the starting salaries range from $4000 to 7000 per annum. The basic requirements are advanced degree work or the equivalent, accuracy of thought and the ability to interpret and project research results in conferences with our executives and those of our clients.

If you feel that you qualify and are looking for professional advancement, send us a complete resume detailing education and specific research work you have done. Box 871, SCIENCE.

The Market Place

BOOKS

SCIENTIFIC and TECHNICAL

LARGE STOCK ALWAYS AVAILABLE

Please State Interests

LONDON: H. K. LEWIS & Co. Ltd.
136 GOWER STREET, W. C. 1
Cable: Publish: Westend; London England

16
The Market Place

LANGUAGES

Lingaphone makes languages easy. At home learn to speak Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, French, German, Russian or any of 29 languages by quick, easy Lingaphone Conversational Method. You learn by listening. Save time, work, money. Lingaphone correspondence courses are available to veterans under the G. I. Bill of Rights. Send for free book. State if G. I. LINGAPHONE INSTITUTE, 37 R. C. A. Bldg. New York 20, N. Y.

BOOKS
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Journals, Booklets
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ERIC SOBOTKA

New and Used Microscopes
for immediate delivery
Microscopes expertly repaired

102 West 42nd Street
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

MAGNIFIER

Folding, Doublet, 10x

W ith magnifiers of all kinds soaring in price, here is an opportunity to procure a quality instrument at exceedingly low cost.

Double-convex lenses, carefully mounted in aluminum housing, giving undistorted maximum field, very light in weight. Excellent magnifier for laboratory and field work.

No. 1874 MAGNIFIER, 10x .................. 3.50

10% discount in lots of 5 or more

EST. 1919

New York Scientific Supply Co.
General Supplies for Chemistry and Biology
28 West 30th Street New York 1, N. Y.

PLEASE!

IF YOU ARE CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS, please let us know, if possible, four weeks in advance, giving old as well as new address, and adding zone number to meet postal requirements. If you are unable to notify us, so as to affect succeeding issues, kindly leave instructions and postage with your postmaster for forwarding your copy. Second class matter requires postage when remailed to a different address.

SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
When you spin the dial of the latest type of telephone system — known as "common control switching" — you order into action a giant nervous system. It sends electrical impulses through an intricate maze of circuits: more than 10,000 contacts can be opened or closed in a single dial call.

This system takes your order, remembers it, translates it into its own electrical language, throws out sensitive "feelers" to find a through route, plans how to make the connections, makes them, puts through the call — and, if the preferred paths are busy, finds an alternate route to take the call.

The art of telephone switching is brought to a high state of development at Bell Laboratories to serve the Bell System. Some day through "common control switching" a dial in San Francisco may set up a connection to a subscriber in New York.

Left: Backstage on your dial telephone call — some equipment in a typical "common control switching" office.
Easily legible, gapless 'scope traces...

A typical activated frog muscle electrical impulse, which is a wave of electro-negativity passing along the muscle membrane. Hundreds of diphasic spike traces are needed to explore action potential field around excitable tissue. This relatively slow transient takes several milliseconds.

Photographed from green-emitting screen by a Kodak 35 at f/3.5 (with Portra Lens 2+ attached) on Kodak Linagraph Ortho Film. 7 minutes development in Formula D-19 at 68°F.

...with two Kodak Films for recurrent or transient patterns

If your problems involve photographing recurrent oscilloscope patterns, Kodak Linagraph Ortho Film provides the utmost in gapless, easily legible traces. For exposures of the order of 1/25 second, it’s highly sensitive to green—the phosphorescence color most commonly used because of its high visual efficiency.

But if you’re analyzing high-speed non-recurrent transients, you will get the most satisfactory traces—continuous, easy-to-read—with Kodak Linagraph Pan Film. It not only has the highest sensitivity for the blue light which predominates in the emission of the short-persistence phosphors, but it retains this sensitivity for exposures as short as 10⁻⁵ second, encountered with writing speeds of over 400 miles a second and stimulation times of only five billionths of a second.

To obtain these films—both of which come in 35mm. and 16mm. widths—consult your Kodak dealer.

*Eastman Kodak Company... Rochester 4, N.Y.*

**INSTRUMENT RECORDING**

...another important function of photography
Distinguishes Spencer Medical Microscopes

Precision design of a microscope stand is as important as the quality of optics. Spencer No. 33 Microscope (above) and Binocular Microscope No. 13 (right) incorporate many mechanical features for durability and convenient examination of specimens.

For full details write Dept. S4.

American Optical
Scientific Instrument Division
Buffalo 14, New York

Manufacturers of the SPENCER Scientific Instruments